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AIM
To ease overcrowding in Department of Emergency Medicine (DEM) by reducing the time taken for
patients’ to reach inpatient ward once bed is ready without compromising other patient care and
nursing task

CONTEXT & PROBLEM
DEM admits patients requiring acute management. These patients often face long waiting time for
admission due to shortage of hospital beds. Delay of sending patient to the ward not only
compromise patient’s safety, but also interrupts the work of the particular nurse who has to leave
the clinical area to porter patient to inpatient ward. Thus, a group of emergency nurses decided to
identify the root causes so as to reduce the delay in sending patient to the ward and ease the
interruption of nurses workflows’ in the clinical areas

Figure 1- This run chart shows the comparison between patients sent to the ward within 20 and 30
minutes. The chart shows an inconsistent in sending patient to the ward within 20 and 30 minutes
are uniform throughout . The Department Key Indicators target send patient to the ward is 30
minutes while the project target is 20 minutes.

ANALYSIS
Fishbone diagram (Figure 2)
The team identified the causes of delaying the time of sending patients to the ward with the aid of
fishbone diagram, giving the ‘clearer picture’ as to potential causes
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 Different meal time for PT to ease congestion of patient. Meal time of PT is during the overlapping 
period during morning and afternoon duty

OUTCOME
Figure 7 - A run chart was used to analyzed data and the median waiting time patient to be sent
up to the ward. Based on Figure 8 graph, it shows the number of patient sent to the ward within
20 minutes significantly increase and stabilized, while 30 minutes decreases

 3 nurses are assign to do Portering Team (PT)
 Main role of PT nurse prior to sending patients to the ward is to check bed status and prepares them
 PT nurses are assigned to area with heavy patient load
Health Care Assistants (HCA) shift 1400hrs to 2200hrs 

Different meal time of PT  

Pareto Chart for verification of data (Figure 3)
Using the 80/20 principle, the “vital few” are responsible for 80% of the problem. To identify which
root causes are the main reasons of the delay, a second round of multi-voting was conducted. The
team had decided on the following four causes as main causes:

Allocate patient’s location in EMERGE (Figure 4) and “ORANGE” badges (Figure 5) for 
PT member for easy patient location tracking and easy PT identification 

CHANGES IMPLEMENTED
1

PT working timing will only on weekdays (Figure 2) from 1300hrs to 2130hrs (Figure 3) 
which only cover  the peak hours of bed release by Bed Management unit (BMU) and 
based on admission trend in DEM 
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SUSTAINABILITY & LEARNING VALUE

With the implementation of the PT which help to ease overcrowding in DEM , the team ensures

 The time of bed allocation until patient leaves DEM will be monitored and reviewed regularly
 Obtained regular feedback from the nurses in the department for further improvement 
 The new workflow was documented in the department reference manual to brief and guide the 
new nurses in DEM
 The implementation of PT effectively reduces patient waiting time to be sent up to the ward 
as a result ease overcrowding in DEM 
 PT prevent DEM nurses from interrupting of nursing care of patients as a result they will be more 
focus to provide continuity of patient care  which will increase staff moral and job satisfaction


